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ABSTRACT: Searching information nowadays very important for us. Visual information increases day by day and so many times we want to search something we want but result find very different. Many times, information is close to what we want but not the same or different links served by search engine. For this, we want different type of search engine to search information as per our preference or our background history. They are helping us to find exact what we want. In our personalized search engine, we used XML retrieval; it is different from our information retrieval. It can help us to find particular part of document or only the thing we want instead of all the data, we want. In personalization of search engine we used users profile information to search information. In the basis of users account, they can search information in minimum time. In personalization, it takes too much time to search because of finding exact result to users profile matching. For this problem, we use query suggestion and re-ranking for result set to minimize the time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In our everyday need, we use to search the information on search engine. We use it as blindly to search. But so many times it is very difficult to search the proper information. When we search for exact information it will show us something different than what we want and it takes more time to search. Here we find the solution to search as per our requirement and as per our need. Personalization in search is different and new concept to search information in search engine. For this, we develop personalized search engine to find information as per user’s requirement and their preferences. Finding information as per users requirement is based on user’s profile. Users first need to create their account on that search engine and fix their preferences and their background history of them. All the data stored in database their account profile. We use XML retrieval instead of our typical information retrieval because XML retrieval used to show only required part of document instead of full length document and it is also known as fastest search retrieval. With the help of XML retrieval used every user’s history to search information. This can be retrieve fastest from the database to search information. Also we use XML to stored profile wise search information of users when every time user searches for information and this will be stored in user profile in XML. In this system, we use three personalization techniques named as Query Suggestion, Re-ranking Technique, and Feedback-Based Technique. Query suggestion is used to find query from the set of query which is exact similar to the keyword type by the user at the time of search. Whenever user type some keyword in search box it will automatically suggest query list in search box. In re-ranking technique, system will automatically re-rank the result set from the result and arranged them rank-wise, this will happen in very less time. This technique also called as after search because it is used after the search result-set to give ranks every result. We develop third important technique to give feedback on products and company, and they can be maintain or improve the quality of products.

To find the result within the very few time, we need to create mathematical model for quick and exact result. Today there are different types of mathematical models are available to calculate result. Different mathematical model and language model are our need to find the exact results.

II. METHODOLOGY

Here are we use different methods and models to re-rank the result-set. This are used to calculate time required or taken by the system to search the query set or result for users. This mathematical model calculate different times of re-ranking, finding the category of product preferred and product search count and rating finding of the product. This can
be very useful to find calculation and to overcome time problem. There are given models are shown to calculate the result-set is as follow-

- **Mathematical Model for Search Re-ranked Result-Set**
  
  \[
  R(Sr) = R_{pref}(R_{sc}(products)). R_{profile}(R_{sc}(products)). R_{sc}(products)
  \]

  Where
  - \(R(Sr)\) → Search Result re-ranking
  - \(R_{pref}\) → Preferences wise Re-ranking
  - \(R_{sc}\) → Product ratings and search count wise re-ranking
  - \(R_{profile}\) → Search Keywords wise matching products

- **Mathematical Model for User Preferred Product Category Finding**
  
  Search Category wise User Preferences (in %) = \(S_{cat}(x)\)

  \[
  S_{cat}(x) \% = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{category}[\text{x}]}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} 1} \right) \times 100
  \]

  Where
  - \(x\) → Previously Searched Product Category
  - \(S\) → Search Attempts
  - \(C\) → Product Category

- **Mathematical Model for Total Product Search Count and Rating Finding**
  
  - **Product Search Count**

  \[
  S_{count}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{products}[\text{x}]
  \]

  Where
  - \(S_{count}\) → Search Count
  - \(x\) → Searched products
  - \(P\) → Product

  - **Product Ratings**

  \[
  AvgR(x) = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{ratings}[\text{products}[\text{x}]]}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{products}[\text{x}]} \right)
  \]

  Where
  - \(AvgR(x)\) → Average ratings
  - \(x\) → Searched Product
  - \(P\) → Product

### III. Implementation Strategy

After searching, system will fetch keyword specific data from database and data shown to the users. It is used to Automatic Ranking Finding, which can be very useful to calculate the time taken by the system to re-rank the result-set. System will find ranking of fetched result with their categories by using XML data, this is used XML retrieval to find the fastest result. This re-ranking is important part of system because it will used to re-rank all the available result set. The algorithm of re-ranking is used to find the result-set in very few time. This algorithm used all users data available in their account to find the appropriate result. At the base of users account they can match with users all priority and their personal information search all the data. The given algorithm shows the working of this personalization method is as follows.
Re-ranking the Result Set

Proposed Re-ranking method will work for the result-set as:-

Step 1: Input matching result set as per specified query

Step 2: Searched Category wise User Preferences (in %)=SC(x)

\[
SC(x) \% = \left( \frac{n}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i} \right) \times 100
\]

Step 3: Where x → Previously Searched Product Category

Step 4: S → Search Attempts

Step 5: C → Product Category

Step 6: Fetch users profile from database

Step 7: Gender= user’s gender

Step 8: Branch= user’s branch

Step 9: Re-rank given result set as per the branch gender of the user

Step 10: Again Re-rank result set using product rating

Step 11: \( R(Sr)=R_{pref}(Rsc(products)).R_{profile}(Rsc(products)).Rsc(products) \)

Where \( R(Sr) \) → Search Result re-ranking

\( R_{pref} \) → Preferences wise Re-ranking

\( Rsc \) → Product ratings and search count wise re-ranking

Products→Search Keywords wise matching products

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

NDCG of P-HRR(Result):

In this diagram, admin can see companies’ product or information search by users as per the profile wise. How many profile terms used by the user at the time of search. Here users search many data at a time. All the users search result-set used to normalize query expansion. This term is used to normalize query expansion profile wise and this query expansion term used to calculate normalized data gain which can be used to calculate re-ranking of the result-set at a time. In this page actual results show to the admin who can calculate the searching time for re-ranking for result-set.
Fig 1: Users search as per the profile wise re-ranking report to admin(Result)

NDCG of P-HRR for Users:
In this given, shows that NDCG@ used to how many records used to search by the users at a time. At the time of search this records increased by time to time because users search added more records in it and they can used their profile terms for search every time profile terms matches with their search and find the re-ranked result-sets what they want to find for. When users select NDCG@, they can show the record used shown to them. It can be 3,4,6,7 and so on. This field add more when user used more for search.

Fig 2: Users search re-ranking as per profile
V. CONCLUSION

This system is proposed for personalization of searching information using XML retrieval. This system is very useful searching data while xml is powerful used to retrieve fast information from database without wasting time because in personalization, we focused on build user profile and their preferences for search but every time system compare query with users profile and it will be lengthy and time wasting. The approach of using xml retrieval in search engine is very beneficial to search fast and quick data without wasting time. It is the process where evaluation methods that can be normalized all the result set with using PHRR.PHRR used for hard re-ranking in users profile wise search for NDCG which can be used to re-rank all the result sets. At the beginning we develop this search engine for products so that at the initial level it can give proper result and for the association we need internet connection to show associated products. This type of search engine is very useful for those who like personalization in their search. So many users wish to have search engine like they can search as per their profile but no one search engine work as personalized.
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